SUMMER ROTATIONAL
INTERNSHIP
The Campus Ambassador Program provides for interns to be
hired by EOHI and its subsidiaries and work at the different
office locations during the summer. Through hands-on
experience and meaningful projects, interns see what it’s like to
work for our employee-owned company and visit headquarters
in Houston to present their final projects to top leadership.
GCC’s rotational internship program consists of the following
areas:
Engineering:
Assist with drawings and calculations
Including use of Solidworks & CAD. Work on assigned summer
projects around warehouse efficiency, integrated system
design, automation projects and/or cost reduction initiatives.
Service & Repair:
Hands-on experience with pump teardowns, conversions and
assemblies. Learn how hydraulic components function and use
of the test stand.
Client Service Representative:
Learn about company processes for quoting, managing orders
& delivery. Communicate with top customers via phone & email,
build relationships with vendors to gather necessary product
information.
Outside Sales:
Shadow outside sales representatives for customer visits.
Experience with customer applications as well as how field
relationships are established and maintained.
Shipping & Receiving:
see how the warehouse runs first hand while helping with
inventory controls, order picking, packing and shipping as well
as familiarity with our products.

ROUTE TO SUCCESS

Technical expert on
products to assist
sales with quotes and
specs. Point of contact
for suppliers.

Learned the basics of
hydraulics in manifold
and power unit shop and
worked on manifold
assembly drawings and
standards.

Quoted specific
projects, received
orders and worked on
power unit assembly.
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"The cool thing about working for GCC is that you don’t have to
specialize in just one thing. At GCC you design systems, therefore
expanding your knowledge. GCC has given me the opportunity to
work with not just mechanical engineers, but electrical engineers as
well where I have learned the background of coding and
programming. I enjoy the challenge of interacting with customers and
bringing their projects to life." - Nathan Elliot

